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Anglers know that your eyesight is one of the most vital assets 
when you’re on the water. But finding high performance 
fishing sunglasses can be more challenging when you wear 
a prescription.

There’s no substitute for precise eyesight, which is why a 
quality pair of fishing sunglasses is one of the most important 
parts of your gear. Thankfully, we’ve done the research 
for you and created a list of the top five best prescription 
fishing sunglasses for bass anglers. Hand selected by ABO-
certified Sports Opticians, these frames are loaded with high 
performance features, protection benefits. And best of all — 
they’re all prescription ready.
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Finally, for those anglers with special interests, preferences, 

and comfort levels, look no further than the Wiley X Breach. 

This frame will handle anything you want to throw at it — 

literally. The only frame on our list with an ANSI Z87.1+ 

rating, the Breach has been rigorously tested for blunt and 

high velocity impact. This is a perfect frame for the angler 

who wears multiple hats and needs one pair that can do it all.

The Breach is a full wrap frame that includes a removable foam gasket for the highest wind, weather, and debris protection. 

Think about how that would benefit your fishing game. The Breach’s foam gasket helps alleviate dry eyes and keeps your vision 

comfortable. Plus, you don’t have to worry about fogging lenses, as the built-in ventilation system channels air through vents on 

each side of the frame.

Wiley X lens technology is among the best on the market. The brand’s exclusive CAPTIVATE™ lens tech makes colors vibrant and 

crystal clear. It is the only lens tech that also meets ANSI and EN.166 safety standards.

If you’re looking for a full confidence frame that is built to last and will work with your prescription, the Wiley X Breach is it.

KEY FEATURES

• ANSI Z87.1+ rated to withstand high velocity, high mass impact

• Removable Facial Cavity™ Seal (foam gasket) for the highest peripheral protection

• Triloid™ nylon frame construction is tough and durable

• Ventilation system promotes airflow and prevents fogging

• CAPTIVATE™ lens-enhanced color, contrast, and depth perception

• Lens Color Recommendation: CAPTIVATE™ Bronze Mirror

• SFW: 133 (Men’s Medium, Women’s Medium to Large)

WX BREACH
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The Wiley X Breach was built with a can-do attitude that can take on foul weather and tricky light 

conditions with ease. A removable gasket keeps the bad stuff out, while a built-in ventilation system 

moves air in to eliminate fogging. https://www.wileyx.com/wx-breach

CCBRH01
F: MATTE BLACK
L: SMOKE GREY

BLACK OPS MIL-SPEC

CCBRH03 
F: MATTE BLACK
L: CLEAR  

CCBRH04
F: MATTE HICKORY BROWN
L: CAPTIVATE POLARIZED BRONZE 

MIRROR (COPPER BASE)

CCBRH12
F: KRYPTEK® TYPHON
L: CAPTIVATE POLARIZED 

PLATINUM FLASH (GREEN BASE)

  

WX BREACH CLIMATE CONTROL


